Evidence for Prosecution.
John Webster
the brandy bottle and the black bottle, 35 and 36, both contain
weed-killer, to put it into ordinary English?—Yes.
One other thing. When you were making your analysis did
you take only a portion, say, of the whole liver and multiply
it, or did you take the whole liver ?—I did not take the whole;
liver. I always reserve a portion in case of another analysis being
required.
What did you take?—A little under one-third.
t)id you test it in two ways?—I did.
You took two separate pieces for testing?—Yes, but in portions.
I actually weighed the arsenic. I took it from various portions
of the liver.
Was it taken from portions?—From portions all over.
And does that apply to all the rest of your tests?—Yes,
Taken from portions and then multiplied to get the different
amounts in the different organs?—That is so.
Ee-examined by the attorney-general—I took between one-
third and one-fourth of the liver first, and I found an aliquot
portion of arsenic. I then made another test of another portion.
In the portions I tested I found 32 milligrams. I took two por-
tions to find whether there was arsenic in both portions, but the
other portion was done by a different method in order to give a
cross test, and the two results agreed absolutely. That is the way
I have tested for years. The test is a reliable one. ll/33rd of
a grain is certainly not a minute trace. In my opinion l/33rd
of a grain could not be introduced by a mere impurity of peroxide
hydrogen in the bottle before.
Sir william henry willcox, examined by the attob.ney-
general—I am a Knight Commander of the Indian Empire, a
Companion of the Bath, and Commander of the Order of St. Micheal
and St. George. I am an M.D. of London, a Fellow of the Col-
lege of Physicians, London, and Medical Adviser to the Home
Office. I am also physician to St. Mary's Hospital, and examiner
in forensic medicine in Manchester University. I have had a
large experience in cases of arsenical and other poisoning, ex-
tending over about eighteen years. I have been engaged con-
stantly in cases where it has been suggested that death was due to
poisoning, and in particular I have had a number of arsenical
cases. I have considered the evidence that has been given by
Dr. Hincks and Dr. Townsend upon the condition of Mrs, Arm-
strong before and at the time of her removal to the asylum. I
have been in Court the whole time. I have also heard the evi-
dence given by Dr. Spilsbury and Mr. Webster. I have paid par-
ticular attention as to Dr^Hincks's attendance on Mrs. Armstrong
during the year 1919 from May to August. I also noted that he
attended her little girl on the 1st August, 1920.
From hearing the evidence |iven with regard to Mrs. Arm-
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